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1. Executive Summary
The Organisational Services department achieved many successes in 2019/20.
•

Safety of our employees continues to be a focus of each of our programs, with no days of lost time due to
injury.

•

The COVID-19 pandemic triggered a review of business continuity plans, which ensured critical services
were identified and supported to ensure minimal disruption.

•

The MRC Enterprise Risk Management Framework received accolades externally through selection as a
winner in the LGMS Risk Excellence Awards in 2019,

•

The Water Industry Worker Pilot Program is now complete with all employees successful in obtaining their
qualifications in the National Water Training Package. The program has also been selected as a State
Finalist in the 2020 Queensland Training Awards, Premiers Industry Collaboration Award Category.

•

The Mackay ARC celebrated its 1st birthday on 9 March 2020. There were over 77,202 visits to the facility
including the athletics and aquatic facilities in the first year with major events including the Oceania Masters
Athletics Championships held in 2019.

•

In response to COVID-19, and to enhance anywhere, anytime collaboration, the deployment of Microsoft
Teams was fast tracked by Information Services throughout the organisation.

•

2019/20 saw the completion of the centralised purchasing system (Centre-led) throughout the entire
organisation.

•

The Business Process Management project is in its fourth year of roll out and 2019/20 saw completion of
Stage Four. To date over 1,100 processes have been recorded in the system.

•

The Authorised Person project was completed by Corporate Governance in February 2020 with all identified
positions being issued with new Authorised Person ID Cards.

•

The 2020/21 budget was adopted on 24 June 2020 culminating many months of hard work by Financial
Services Officers.

Kylie Lamb
Director Organisational Services
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2. Governance and Safety
2.1

Safety

Employee health and safety is one of our leading corporate values and is fundamental to the way we do business.
We have continued to implement our three-year Safety Strategy and Safety Action plan to improve our safety
performance and undertook a review to ensure effective activities in response to safety issues: such as heavy
vehicle chain of responsibility, chemical safety, fire and emergency preparedness and ensuring a workplace that
is fit for work. The analysis of our safety reports enabled us to focus on emerging safety risks including an
increase in the frequency of recordable injuries, the high volume of vehicle-related incidents, especially high risk
incidents involving overhead power lines and quad bikes. The initiatives that were implemented through this
process resulted in improved safety outcomes.
Every new employee at council undertakes an extensive induction, including corporate and site-specific workplace
inductions. During the year we facilitated 2017 WHS inductions for contractors, volunteers and work experience
students.
Internal and external training was provided across a broad range of topics, including: manual tasks, confined
spaces; work at heights; vehicle load restraint, working near overhead powerlines; traffic control; first aid;
emergency response; bullying and harassment; and fitness for work.
We continued to work closely with the safety teams from other local governments in our region – the Regional
Safety Exchange – sharing knowledge and experiences so that we can all continue to improve our safety
performance.
During the year “The HUB” – a centralised location for all safety, quality and environment documents – transitioned
to a new platform, to provide teams working in the field easier access to procedures and forms on mobile devices.
A cross-program working group to review and implement improvements to the safety aspects of contractor
management developed a suite of new procedures and guidelines – and will progress to implementation in the
first quarter of 2021.
Throughout the year Organisational Services met or exceeded targets set for the following pro-active safety
activities: safety interactions, monthly action plans, site safety inspections. Our performance in closing out
corrective actions (actions raised following an incident, site safety inspection, hazard report, or as an action from
a WHS meeting) whilst not met – did improve throughout the year. These actions reflect work by MRC to enhance
our safety performance.

2.2

Performance and Risk

Corporate Performance Planning and Reporting
2019-2020 is the second year of implementation for MRC’s Corporate Performance Planning and Reporting
Framework. One of the early outcomes of the implementation of this framework has been the linkages with the
annual budget process and also the Enterprise Risk Management Framework.
This year, we have explored expanding these linkages into workforce planning with the People and Culture Team.
Aligning the framework with other corporate activities has provided improved support for business areas across
MRC in planning the delivery of business priorities and achieving desired outcomes. This was demonstrated by
a positive trend in business areas being able to complete planned actions. Acknowledging that the capacity of
some business areas to meet some targets were impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic.
To further enhance the value of the framework, toward the end of 2019 and in preparation for 2020/21 focussed
planning sessions were facilitated with individual program areas. These sessions included, (for the first time) a
face to face structured approach that reviewed service objectives and developed business priorities and
meaningful measures of success.
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Enterprise Risk Management
2019/20 is the fourth year of implementation of MRC’s current Enterprise Risk Management Framework, with it
continuing to be well received across MRC and by the Audit Committee. The framework also received accolades
externally through selection as a winner in the LGMS Risk Excellence Awards, with prize money to the value of
$20,000.
Through regular monitoring of MRCs strategic risks, and transparency, mitigation actions have had a positive
impact on the risk profile of Council. This is particularly evident throughout the COVID-19 pandemic where the
risk profile was carefully monitored and reported on.
The COVID-19 pandemic triggered a review of business continuity plans, which ensured critical services were
identified and supported to ensure minimal disruption. Further review and enhancement of these plans will be
considered for 2020/21.

Long Term Financial Forecast Program Development Project
Throughout 2019, a review of processes that inform both the Capital Program and recording on MRC’s Long Term
Financial Forecast commenced. The review revealed numerous gaps that have led to the need for a focussed
approach that aims to resolve the identified gaps.
The result being the initiation of the Long Term Financial Forecast Program Development Project, endorsed by
SLPT in May 2020. The initiative will look at the end to end Capital Program development process, exploring
business process, tools, roles and responsibilities.

2.3

Corporate Governance

2019/20 Activities

Comments

Right to Information

•
MRC received 25 Right to Information applications.
•
1,516 pages were considered
•
1,217 pages were released in full
•
211 pages were released in part
•
88 pages were exempt in full
•
5 applications were withdrawn
•
10 applications listed in the Disclosure Log
29 Council Policies and 18 Administrative Policies were reviewed and approved.

Policy Reviews
Complaint
Management

Fraud & Corruption
Prevention Plan

•

428 administrative action complaints were received. This is 65 less than 2018/19.
236 PIN reviews completed – 87 less than last year. This is largely contributed
to fewer parking infringements being issued due to COVID-19 restrictions.
• Customer service standard for complaints completed within timeframe was 81%.
This is below the benchmark standard of 90%.
The annual Fraud & Corruption Prevention Plan was completed including a range of
action such as:

•

•
•
•
•
Insurance
Authorised Persons
Project
Legislative
Compliance Audits

4 fraud risk assessment completed.
9 fraud allegations received.
5 public interest disclosures received, and investigations completed.
Cyber security architecture testing and training program completed.

• 205 claims were processed which is a 9% increase from 2018/19.
• 76 motor vehicle claims processed compared to 58 for 2018/19.
The Authorised Person project was completed in February 2020 with all identified
positions being issued with new Authorised Person ID Cards.
Three legislative compliance audits have been completed 2019/20:
•
•
•

Annual Report
Belcarra Stage 1 & 2
Animal Management Local Law
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2.4

Internal Audit

The 2019/20 Internal Audit Plan provided independent assurance and recommendations for improvements to
systems, processes, work practices, compliance and business effectiveness.
Internal Audit reviews were undertaken in the areas of: Financial Delegation Framework, Inventory Management
and Stocktakes, Building & Facilities Security, Regulatory Licensing and Registration Compliance, Human
Resources, Contract Management, Fee and Charges Waiving and Infrastructure Charges and Infrastructure
Agreements.

3. Shared Services
3.1

External Customer Services
92,742 Calls Received in
2019/20

41,310 Customer Requests
Raised in 2019/20

3.2

Key Activities

Process Review and Optimisation Project
Council has a commitment to achieve efficient service delivery through removal of waste and the streamlining of
the process that underpin services provided to the community. Shared Services launched the Process Review
and Optimisation Project (PROP) early in 2019/20, a four-stage project that commences with the identification
and documentation of all processes with the program. As at 30 June 2020, Shared Services have just under 400
documented processes that are ready to progress to Stage 2 where improvement opportunities will be identified
and prioritised. To date the initiative has seen the accounts payable team shift most of their processes to electronic
and other teams following suit.

Business Process Management Project
The Business Process Management project is in its fourth year of roll out and 2019/20 saw completion of Stage
Four, to date 20 programs have documented their processes resulting in over 1,100 processes in the system. The
project will be complete over the coming 18 months, with a future view to overlay continuous improvement
principles.

4. Property Services
4.1
o

Aquatic/Athletic Facilities

The National Cabinet’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic has impacted the region’s aquatic facilities
operations. National direction to close public facilities including pools on 25 March 2020, bought forward
the winter shutdown at the Bluewater Lagoon and Memorial, Mirani and Sarina Pools. These facilities
remained closed as at 31 July 2020 with plans to reopen when the weather warms up. Mackay ARC and
Pioneer Pool also closed on 25 March 2020 but re-opened on 23 May 2020, operating under COVID-Safe
plans. Restrictions regarding patron numbers and lane use rules have invariably affected attendance
numbers during the period.
6
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o

The Queensland Heritage Council resolved to enter the Mackay Memorial Swimming Centre in the
Queensland Heritage Register as a State Heritage Place, because it satisfies one or more of the cultural
heritage criteria contained in the Queensland Heritage Act 1992. This will introduce new and specific
requirements in terms of the performance of maintenance on site.

o

The Mackay ARC celebrated its 1st birthday on 9 March 2020. There were over 77,202 visits to the facility
including the athletics and aquatic facilities in the first 12 months with major events including the Oceania
Masters Athletics Championships held from 31 August to 7 September 2019.

o

Upgrades to the Bluewater Lagoon blue water slide and the kids play area including replacing the soft fall
surface and replacing the interactive play equipment are being funded by the Queensland Government’s
Works for Queensland (W4Q) program and Mackay Regional Council. The upgrade will ensure the facility
remains modern and attractive to patrons and appeals to children of all ages and abilities. The Bluewater
Lagoon will re-open to the public on 1 September 2020 with the works on the kid’s interactive play area due
to be fully operational by late October 2020.

4.2
o

Building Maintenance

The Property Services Maintenance Staff assisted with several in-kind assistance requests throughout the
year, including lighting up the Mackay Administration Building to create awareness for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NAIDOC Week
Children’s Cancer Week
Violence Against Women
Breast Cancer Awareness
World Hemophilia Day
The Gold Coast Suns AFL
World Ovarian Cancer Day
World Harmony Day

Red lights for the 30th Anniversary of World
Hemophilia Day on 17 April 2020.

Teal lights to help raise awareness for Ovarian
Cancer Day on 8 May 2020.
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o

Gordon White Library Refurbishment – works were undertaken at Gordon White Library which included full
carpet replacement and internal re-paint. These works were undertaken during the COVID-19 shutdown,
with Council utilising the shutdown to keep local businesses employed, thereby also avoiding costly after
hours works.

o

The Dome – Tenancy 2 underwent a ceiling replacement replacing the existing ceiling with T-Bar ceiling.
Works included replacing all lights with LED panels and re-painting all bulk heads.

o

The Dome north western entrance has been fully re-painted.

o

MECC Space Floor was replaced and re-painted.

o

o

Property Services installed a new 3.5kW air conditioning unit the Development Engineering Manager’s office,
a 1 x 6kW cassette unit in the Wall Street Meeting Room, a 1 x 6kW cassette unit in the Manager’s office
adjacent to Wall Street, a 1 x 3.5kW unit in the office of the Director of Capital Works and a 3.5kW unit in the
WHS Manager’s office.

o

Greenmount Homestead - the second set of front stairs have been replaced at Greenmount Homestead.
These works were performed under the State Heritage Act and completed by Mal Ungerer.

o

Pioneer Pool Amenities have had the open aired roof filled in, protecting this area from the weather.
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o

Artspace - Eight vented louvres in the rear plantroom of Artspace have been replaced due to ageing and
rust.

o

Artspace – Foyer ceiling and foyer walls were fully re-painted.

o

MY105 electrical storage shed – replacement of shed roof and flashings.

o

Andergrove Neighbourhood Centre roof has been fully re-screwed.

o

Calen Depot house – septic tank replacement with soakage pit.

o

Major roof leak rectification work was undertaken at the Dudley Denny City Library, involving a crane lifting
a redundant exhaust hood off the roof, removal of condenser air conditioning unit after being pumped
down, and installation of 20m of tray flashing to prevent further leaks.

o

Paget Depot – motorcycle parking bays were installed at Paget Depot.

o

Senior Citizens Building – air conditioning replacement – removal of 8 existing air conditioning units and
replacing with 8 new 10kW systems.

o

MECC – ladders for roof access have been replaced with compliant ladders and handrails.

Building Maintenance Requests (BMR)

2,819

Actioned BMR's in
2019/20

872

*Miscellaneous

577
*Repairs

510
Electrical

454
Plumbing

221
Air Conditioning

185

*

Miscellaneous
(including
furniture,
cleaning,
support/assistance, consumables, signage, light up the
building, pest/vermin, and non-specified items)

*

Repairs (including fixtures & fittings, doors/locks/hardware,
fencing, walls/floor/ceiling, painting, windows, structural
damage, floor coverings, vandalism)

Safety & Legislation
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4.3

Land and Tenure (2019/20)
Leases
Lease renewals

30

New leases

29

Lease matters still being negotiated

27

Lease surrenders

5

New lease enquires

16

Lease inspections

16

General lease matters

77

Lease compliance

37

The Dome
New Tenancies

1

Lease renewals

4

Leases surrenders

1

Lease enquiries

6

Land Matters
Freehold parcels of land sold

1

Current negotiations for sale of Freehold land

2

General Land enquiries

5

Enquiries to purchase sale of Freehold land

4

Fencing

22

Land Maintenance matters

20

Land sold through encroachment negotiations

1

Encroachments

2

• Finalised
• Investigated
Land & Road Use Matters
•
•

Land
Road

17
48
44

Miscellaneous
•
•
•
•
•
•

Council acquired and then on-sold 110 Cowleys Road, Racecourse.
New facility managers were engaged for Mirani and Glenella Community Halls.
Council acquired both 6 & 8 River Street, Mackay with 8 River St including commercial tenancies.
Contributed towards the land management plan for Platypus Beach.
Undertook a review of all road closure applications over a 2 year period.
Rental waivers were issued to commercial tenants due to COVID-19.
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5. Financial Services
o

MRC 2018/19 external audit was finalised.

o

2019/2020 interim audit undertaken with no issues identified.

o

Considerable re-work undertaken to understand effects of COVID-19 on revenue streams and associated
expenditure on Council.

o

Introduction of a grants ledger to improve tracking of grants and to assist in identifying unearned revenue
to comply with new accounting standards.

o

The 2020/21 Budget was adopted by Council on 24 June 2020.

6. Plant and Procurement

in Mackay
region

Regional
spend

(WROC area)

2019/20

Local spend

$49,499,422

$634,059
2019/20

2019/20

$155,826,695

External spend
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o

2019/2020 saw the completion of Centre-led purchasing throughout Council.

o

In August 2019, the SES took delivery of their new sand bagging machine – with the help of the Paget
Workshop staff. This machine is mobile, can recharge through solar and is operated via remote control. The
mobility means that the SES can transport it to those areas in need during rain events and assist the
community at public sand stockpiles.

7. People and Culture
7.1

Key Activities

Volunteers

•

The Volunteer Management Strategy was adopted in June 2019. It provides
the framework and forms a three-year workplan to ensure that a cohesive
volunteer management system is developed and implemented

•

2019 – 2020 saw a focus on implementation of the Volunteer Management
Strategy. Volunteer programs were reviewed against the Volunteer Australia
National Standards for Volunteering to understand the current status and
where we should focus our attention.

•

National Volunteer Week was celebrated in May and the theme this year was
Changing Lives. Changing Communities. National Volunteer Week (NVW)
is an annual celebration to acknowledge the generous contribution of our
nation’s volunteers. Council participated in participated in the Volunteering
Australia #waveforvolunteers campaign.

•

The #waveforvolunteers campaign invited staff and community members to
put up their hand and thank all the volunteers around Australia by waving from
their home or office.

•

Volunteers received a thank you letter from the Mayor and CEO and a voucher
for two additional free native plants from the Mackay Natural Environment
Centre.

•

COVID-19 impacted Council volunteering, and operations were suspended.
Most Council volunteer programs have returned as restrictions have eased.
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Health and Wellbeing

Diversity and
Inclusion

•

MRC Lifestyle Benefits Program – July saw the launch of API Leisure &
Lifestyle as the new provider of MRC’s Employee Benefits Program.

•

Red25 – MRC came 11th in Queensland councils 2019 local government
blood donation challenge, with Org Services winning the internal challenge as
the department to make the most donations.

•

Flu Vaccination Clinics – 504 staff took up the offer to have their annual
influenza vaccination at on-site clinics in during May and June.

•

Workshops/Trainings – Budgeting (July 2019), Cutters Corporate Care
sessions (Sept 2019), Man Up! Australia (Prostate Cancer Awareness)
(September 2019), SafeTalk training (Oct 2019), ThinkUKnow cyber safety
awareness
presentations
from
QLD
Police
(Jan
2020)
Covid-19 support – resources developed and distributed to support the
physical and mental wellbeing of staff during these challenging times.

•

The Diversity and Inclusion (D&I) Strategy 2017-2020 is under way and is
firmly aimed at addressing perceived or real issues with regards to diversity
and inclusion within Council. It covers a range of issues such as recruitment
and selection, employment and training, behaviours, leadership and
engagement with broader community activities.

•

The following initiatives have been delivered in accordance with the strategy:
o
o
o
o
o

PROJECT: Water
Industry Worker
Regional Pilot

Review and recommendations made for MRC to align with the Diversity
Council Australia and Pride at Work.
D&I commitments upheld through the Apprentice and Trainee (A&T)
strategy and 2020 A&T intakes.
D&I became a key focal area in RAP discussions.
Reviews and recommendations made on the delivery of unconscious bias
training to MRC leaders and hiring managers.
Completion of the MRC Inclusive Workplace Policy.

•

Recommendation implemented to ensure inclusive recruitment practices.

•

Water Industry Worker Pilot Program is complete with all 6 MRC employees
successful in obtaining their qualifications in the National Water Training
Package. 28 out of 30 existing workers in the pilot successfully completed the
program across the 5 Regional Councils (Mackay, Whitsunday, Townsville,
Burdekin and Cairns).

•

Funding to continue the project coordinator role has been extended to
September 2021, with an additional six new councils (Isaac, Bundaberg,
Gympie, Fraser Coast, South Burnett, Cherbourg)

•

6 existing MRC workers and 2x new trainees are being supported in the
second intake.

•

The program has been selected as a State Finalist in the 2020 Queensland
Training Awards, Premiers Industry Collaboration Award Category.
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Leadership
Development

•

A new program of the Elev8 Leadership Series was delivered in three modules
in 2019/20.

Workforce Capability
& Talent

•

The second round of workforce planning activities for the organisation was
completed. This included a review of Critical Roles that were identified in the
first implementation. It is noted that certain roles were removed from the
Critical Role list due to Program’s implementing succession plans from
identified talent pool reducing the risk attached to the role and improving the
organisational bench strength. The focus for the 2020/21 year will be
streamlining Workforce Planning processes and continuous improvement.

•

Initial work commenced on the Position Profiling Project (PPP) to enhance the
position description review process with job evaluation, job analysis and
learning needs analysis process improvements for MRC position reviews.
Feasibility activities and initial implementation workshops and training for P&C
team and management were conducted. The PPP project was put on hold due
to COVID-19 and recommencement will be reviewed in the 2020/21 financial
year.

•

The primary design of the Integrated Talent Framework has been drafted,
ready for further development and implementation in line with the completed
implementation of the PPP project and finalisation of the Organisational
Learning Needs Analysis.

•

Extensive review of Recruitment and Selection processes was undertaken,
resulting in the update and release of the Recruitment, Selection and
Appointment Policy.
A new Recruitment, Selection and Appointment
Procedure was drafted, and additional consultation will be undertaken along
with review of all recruitment documentation in the 2020/21 FY.

•

Significant work was completed in continuous improvement activities and
process mapping of processes related to Business as Usual (BAU) activities
related to workforce capability and talent management. Statistical data is now
collected to provide insight into the day-to-day functions to support workforce
capability and talent acquisition and retention. The feedback and data collected
through these continuous improvement and process mapping activities will be
embedded in relevant policy, procedure and documentation updates.

•

The Organisational Culture Strategy 2017-2020 has a focus on Values and
Behaviours and building a sustainable culture through leadership and
supportive activities. The Employee Engagement Survey results are built into
this strategy with the aim of properly developing an Employee Value
Proposition that truly reflects Councils’ culture. The following initiatives have
been delivered in accordance with the strategy:

Organisational Culture

o
o
o

Employee Engagement Survey conducted.
Employee rewards and recognition
Organisational Culture and Employee engagement sessions run with
Program Managers.
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PROJECT: Mackay
Regional Skills
Investment Strategy

•

Mackay Regional Council continues to partner with the Queensland
Government’s Department of Employment Small Business and Training. The
project is designed to promote vocational education and training pathways in
the region and to identify skills gaps and job demands in the following three key
industry sectors and support industry demand for training to skill local people:
o
o
o

Agriculture
Community Services/Health
Mining Support Services

•

The RSIS Project Coordinator is responsible for developing small busines
networks and providing solutions. Key industry representatives for the Mackay
LGA have met quarterly with the RSIS Project Coordinator to provide guidance
to the project and aid in the delivery of bespoke solutions for the region.

•

With the advent of COVID-19 the RSIS Project was significantly impacted due
to the retraction of face-to-face training coupled with significant disruptions to
small business operations. The RSIS Project was required to pivot during this
time to provide immediate COVID-19 crisis response to local business. From
April 2020 thorough to the close of the contract, the Mackay RSIS Project had
the following focus.
o
o
o

o

o
o
•

RSIS focus industries remained as primary focus, with some enlargement
to support other industries as needed.
Identify industry COVID-19 issues and barriers and devise multi-functional
solutions, with a focus on skilling concerns.
Conduct multi-industry data collection for the application of theoretical or
scientific approaches in the search of optimal solutions to new problems
and opportunities
Identify strategies to improve local employer, MRC and registered training
organisation connections, to improve work experience and employment
opportunities.
Consult with local employers to determine the effectiveness and suitability
of the COVID-19 small business supports, grants and funding.
Facilitate local engagement and raise awareness of workforce and skilling
strategies offered by government and peak bodies.

The Mackay RSIS Project is scheduled for completion on 1 September 2020.

8. Information Services
8.1

Operations

One way in which Information Services (IS) supports the business is by closing Support Requests. There are two
categories, the first is a Service - where everything computer wise is working but as a user you need additional
access, capability, software, or hardware. The second is an Incident - where something computer wise worked
before but now does not, i.e. its broken.
•

For the past financial year MRC staff raised on average 209 Incident Support Requests and 539 Service
Support Requests per month.

•

IS closed on average 206 Incident Support Requests and 544 Service Support Requests per month.

•

At any one time IS have on average 145 Incident Support Requests and 364 Service Support Requests
pending per month, this is the average number of Support Requests the team is working on to resolve.

What does this mean? Ideally Service Support Requests should be the highest percentage of all Support
Requests - this implies value add and robust ICT Systems which are not subject to excessive failure. For the past
financial year Service Requests raised represented 72% of all Support Requests. The percentage for 2018/2019
was 68%, so IS is certainly moving in the right direction.
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8.2

Strategic Initiatives

GIS
•

New major datasets
o
Footpath Network
o
Roads cleansing to align GIS Spatial data and Assetic databases
o
2019 imagery – first full coverage of imagery since 2013
o Native Title Mapping now available on MADI under Land and
Property:

•

Upgrade of Software:
o
Upgrade of underlying MADI/MiMAPS Software and associated
shift to new GIS servers.

•

Datum Shift:
o
Shifting all spatial data 1.5 metres in a NE direction to account for
the drift of the Australian continent and to comply with the new
Australian Datum of GDA2020. This resulted in the application of a
shift to every layer and imagery tile – equalling many thousands of
calculations. All the layers that are relied upon each day such as
property, assets and recent imagery were shifted by July 1st (the
scheduled change over date) with little to no impact on the
business.

The Hub (Safety, Quality and Environment) SharePoint Online site went live: 9 October 2019
Delivering an online experience - user friendly searching and is mobility enabled, any device, anytime, anywhere.

Project System Hub SharePoint Online site (Capital Works) enhancements
•

Including but not limited to:
o
o
o
o

Ability to communicate SLPT decisions at concept and Business Case stages
Additional reporting capability
Improvements to concept / project displays and dashboard
‘Issue For Construction’ Power Automate flow replacing the former Blue Book workflow
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SaaS and cloud progression/preparation
•

Improved digitalisation and business processes with the replacement of Minutes Manager with Doc
Assembler. Enabling live digital capture of council agenda, minutes, and outcomes.

•

Successful negotiation and initiated implementation of one of Council's largest on-premise footprint and
primary applications to transition to a SaaS hosted solution. Further minimising council's reliance of onpremise infrastructure and progressing Information Services Strategy to provide an Anytime, Anywhere, Any
device work environment.

MS Teams Organisation Rollout
•

In response to COVID-19, and to enhance anywhere, anytime collaboration, the deployment of Microsoft
Teams was fast tracked.

•

Microsoft Teams is the hub for teamwork, bringing together people, conversations, and content. Along with
the tools that groups need

•

Teams gives you the complete collaboration and communication solution.

Launch of the first Externally Accessible Team outside the Organisation
•

Enabling improved collaboration with external resources while utilising an existing product set Youth Out
Loud (YOL1000).

Records digitisation
•

Council continues to digitise its records. This ongoing project has allowed staff to access information in a
more efficient timeframe instead of referring to hardcopy documents or files. In accordance with legislative
requirements, these documents deemed to be of a temporary status can be destroyed. Also documents that
have met the relevant disposal criteria can be destroyed. This has led to over 3.5 tonnes of documents being
destroyed during the 2019/20 financial year.

Printing and Imagery as a Service (PIaaS)
•

Printing should be waste-free, easy, and secure. IS replaced printers, adopting the Papercut Print
Management solution.
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•

The solution allows easy print to any Photocopier or Printer, anytime, with auto-deploying print drivers and
swipe card tap-and-release “Follow You Printing”.

•

Secure all documents before, during, and after printing. Swipe card tap-and-release “Follow You Printing”
means you release the print job and pick up the print job.

•

Shrink your footprint and your bills. Waste reduction and cost control is built into the solution, packed full of
features such as default duplex printing, default mono printing and again swipe card tap-and-release
“Follow You Printing”.
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